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A B S T R A C T 

We use FIRE simulations to study disc formation in z ∼ 0, Milky Way-mass galaxies, and conclude that a key ingredient for the 
formation of thin stellar discs is the ability for accreting gas to develop an aligned angular momentum distribution via internal 
cancellation prior to joining the galaxy. Among galaxies with a high fraction ( > 70 per cent ) of their young stars in a thin disc 
( h / R ∼ 0.1), we find that: (i) hot, virial-temperature gas dominates the inflowing gas mass on halo scales ( � 20 kpc), with radiative 
losses offset by compression heating; (ii) this hot accretion proceeds until angular momentum support slows inward motion, at 
which point the gas cools to � 10 

4 K; (iii) prior to cooling, the accreting gas develops an angular momentum distribution that 
is aligned with the galaxy disc, and while cooling transitions from a quasi-spherical spatial configuration to a more-flattened, 
disc-like configuration. We show that the existence of this ‘rotating cooling flow’ accretion mode is strongly correlated with the 
fraction of stars forming in a thin disc, using a sample of 17 z ∼ 0 galaxies spanning a halo mass range of 10 

10.5 M � � M h � 

10 

12 M � and stellar mass range of 10 

8 M � � M � � 10 

11 M �. Notably, galaxies with a thick disc or irregular morphology do 

not undergo significant angular momentum alignment of gas prior to accretion and show no correspondence between halo gas 
cooling and flattening. Our results suggest that rotating cooling flows (or, more generally, rotating subsonic flows) that become 
coherent and angular momentum-supported prior to accretion on to the galaxy are likely a necessary condition for the formation 

of thin, star-forming disc galaxies in a � CDM universe. 

K ey words: galaxies: e volution – galaxies: haloes – cosmology: theory. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

ur present picture for the formation of galactic discs can be
argely traced to analytic ideas first explored by Fall & Efstathiou
 1980 ), where a galaxy’s angular momentum is intimately tied to the
orresponding properties of its host dark matter halo. Collapsing
 E-mail: zachary.h.hafen@gmail.com (ZH); sternjon@tauex.tau.ac.il (JS); 
ullock@uci.edu (JB) 
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tructures in an otherwise expanding universe will be spun up
y the large-scale matter field (Peebles 1969 ); this can deliver
nough angular momentum to allow (at least some) galaxies to
a ve significant angular -momentum support (e.g. Mo, Mao & White
998 ). While these ideas have provided foundational insights into the
rigin of disc galaxies in a � CDM universe, our understanding of
isc formation, and thin-disc galaxy formation in particular, remains
ncomplete. While dark matter haloes of all masses are predicted
o have similar angular momentum distributions (e.g. Barnes &
fstathiou 1987 ), disc fraction varies noticeably as a function of
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alaxy mass (e.g. Bernardi et al. 2010 ; Bluck et al. 2014 ; Moffett et al.
016 ). Moreo v er, dark matter spin alone is insufficient to explain the
etailed properties of discs formed in cosmological simulations (e.g. 
ales et al. 2012 ; Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2018a ; Rohr et al. 2021 ). 
Given what we know about the angular momentum distribution 

n galactic haloes, it is somewhat surprising that so many galaxies 
re dominated by thin discs, with scale heights and vertical velocity 
ispersions that are small compared to their scale radii and circular 
peeds, h / R ∼ σ z / V c ∼ 0.1 (Kregel, Van Der Kruit & De Grijs 2002 ).
e know, for example, that the angular momentum distribution of 

ark matter (Bullock et al. 2001 ; Lian et al. 2018 ) and gas (Stewart
t al. 2013 ; DeFelippis et al. 2020 ) in galactic haloes is quite broad .
his means that in order for a tightly ordered thin disc to emerge, the
as must become coherently aligned along a single plane after being 
art of the quasi-spherical extended galactic halo and before forming 
tars. This suggests that the process by which gas is deposited from
he galactic halo into the galaxy, and how this process affects the
ngular momentum distribution, is an essential aspect of thin-disc 
ormation. 

The process by which gas is deposited into a galaxy from the
ircumgalactic medium (CGM) has been explored considerably (e.g. 
ere ̌s et al. 2005 , 2009a ; Dekel & Birnboim 2006 ; Faucher-Gigu ̀ere,
ere ̌s & Ma 2011 ; van de Voort et al. 2011 ; Angl ́es-Alc ́azar et al.
017 ; Stevens et al. 2017 ; Martin et al. 2019 ). Broadly speaking,
wo paths of galaxy fueling have been identified: hot mode and cold
ode. In the cold-mode case, gas is deposited into the galaxy without

ver virializing; this occurs typically in lower-mass haloes, where the 
as cooling time is shorter than the infall time. In hot-mode accretion,
hich dominates for massive haloes at late times ( M vir � 10 12 Ṁ , z
 1; e.g. Faucher-Gigu ̀ere et al. 2011 ; Van de Voort et al. 2011 ;

oung et al. 2012 ; Murante et al. 2012 ; Van de Voort & Schaye 2012 ;
elson et al. 2013 ; Fielding et al. 2017 ), gas first shock-heats to

he halo virial temperature, and then radiates away its gravitational 
nd thermal energy prior to accreting on to the galaxy. Our own
ilky Way (MW) is one such galaxy for which hot-mode accretion 

s expected to dominate. As discussed above, we expect the mode 
f gas delivery, and the precise means by which gas mixes, cools,
nd accretes to have a substantial bearing on the ability to form thin,
oherently rotating discs. 

In cold mode accretion, cool ( T ∼ 10 4 K) gas travels from
osmological scales through the CGM and intergalactic medium, and 
nto the galaxy in filaments (e.g. Kere ̌s et al. 2005 , 2009b ; Dekel &
irnboim 2006 ; Faucher-Gigu ̀ere et al. 2011 ; Martin et al. 2019 ),
ften along with embedded satellite galaxies (e.g. Faucher-Gigu ̀ere 
t al. 2015 , 2016 ; Hafen et al. 2019 ; Esmerian et al. 2021 ). This mode
s expected to dominate the mass inflow rate at high redshifts ( z �
; e.g. Dekel et al. 2009 ; Kere ̌s et al. 2009a ; Huscher et al. 2021 ).
t is unclear, ho we ver, if the cool filaments remain intact down to
he galaxy, or rather heat up and dissolve into the surrounding hot
hase (e.g. Kere ̌s & Hernquist 2009 ; Nelson et al. 2016 ; Mandelker
t al. 2016 , 2018 , 2020 ), in which case hot accretion on to the galaxy
ould also be important at high redshift). Cool filamentary inflow 

ypically carries more specific angular momentum (on average) than 
ither hot gas or dark matter (e.g. Stewart et al. 2017 ), and systems
ed by cold accretion often hav e e xtended, messy, ‘cold flow discs’
rbiting the galaxy (e.g. Stewart et al. 2011 , 2013 ; Danovich et al.
015 ; Dekel, Lapiner & Dubois 2019 ). Ho we v er, the tendenc y for
uch gas to have a wide range of trajectories as it approaches the
alactic region may hinder the ability to develop a thin, coherently 
ligned structure prior to star formation. Also, the fact that thin-disc
alaxies are common only among fairly massive systems ( L ∼ 0.1 L � 

L � ) at lower redshift (e.g. Kranz, Slyz & Rix 2003 ; Kassin, de
ong & Weiner 2006 ; Kassin et al. 2012b ; Simons et al. 2015 , 2017 ;
izyaev et al. 2021 ), suggests that cold-mode delivery may not be
onducive to thin-disc formation. 

An alternative possibility is that hot-mode accretion, believed to 
ominate in more massive haloes at lower redshift, is more fa v ourable
o thin-disc formation. Indeed, some cosmological simulations show 

 correlation between hot accretion and disc formation, albeit with 
ide scatter (Sales et al. 2012 ). The connection depends on the

pecific mechanics of this accretion mode, and on whether the 
ot gas manages to cool and accrete rather than being reheated
y galactic feedback processes. One possible subset of hot-mode 
ccretion is instability-driven accretion, wherein gas precipitates 
ut of a hydrostatic hot halo due to thermal instabilities, forming
ool clouds that lose buoyancy and accrete on to the galaxy (e.g.
all & Rees 1985 ; Maller & Bullock 2004 ; McCourt et al. 2012 ;
oit et al. 2015 ; Armillotta, Fraternali & Marinacci 2016 ; Gronke &
h 2020 ; Fielding et al. 2020 ; Voit 2021 ). Alternati vely, radiati ve

ooling in the hot CGM can cause the entire hot halo to flow radially
nward. In this latter scenario, compression heating of the hot gas
ue to the inflow roughly balances radiative losses, so the hot gas
tays at an approximately constant temperature. This type of hot 
ccretion has been termed a ‘cooling flow’ in the context of galaxy
luster studies (Mathews & Bregman 1978 ; Cowie, Fabian & Nulsen
980 ; Fabian, Nulsen & Canizares 1984 ; Balbus 1988 ; Bertschinger
989 ; McNamara & Nulsen 2007 ), and was recently revisited in
he context of galaxy-scale haloes by Stern et al. ( 2019 ). A hot
nflo w is qualitati vely distinct from precipitation, since the entire hot
edium inflows on a cooling time-scale, which implies that thermal 

nstabilities do not have time to grow substantially (Balbus & Soker
989 , see also fig. 10 of Stern et al. 2019 ). The angular momentum
ontent of such hot inflows was considered by Stern et al. ( 2020 ), who
howed that angular momentum sets a maximum accretion rate in 
hich the inflow remains hot and subsonic down to the galaxy scale.

n the present paper, we demonstrate that such cooling flows with
ngular momentum (i.e. ‘rotating cooling flows’) are the primary 
ode of gas accretion on to discy MW-mass galaxies at z ∼ 0

n the Feedback in Realistic Environment (FIRE)-2 cosmological 
imulations (Hopkins et al. 2018 ), and may be a necessary condition
or the formation of thin star-forming discs. 

The analysis here follows Stern et al. ( 2021b ), which showed
hat the formation of discs is closely connected to the formation
f a virialized and stable hot CGM. Yu et al. ( 2021 ) subsequently
howed that the emergence of an inner virialized CGM correlates 
pecifically with a transition from thick -disc to thin -disc formation.
he conditions necessary for thin-disc formation thus appear to 
orrelate with the conditions necessary for the onset of hot accretion
odes, and cooling flows in particular. In contrast, it seems unlikely

hat the transition to a thin disc in FIRE-2 is driven by increased
jection of low angular momentum gas by feedback as suggested 
y analysis of other simulations (e.g. Brook et al. 2011 ; Übler et al.
014 ; Genel et al. 2015 ; DeFelippis et al. 2017 ), since in FIRE-2
he mass loss due to feedback drops when the galaxy becomes discy
Hafen et al. 2020 ; Pandya et al. 2021 ; Stern et al. 2021a ). These
ndings moti v ate the exploration that follo ws. 
Central to our analysis, and the analyses of Stern et al. and Yu

t al., are the FIRE simulations (Hopkins et al. 2014 , 2018 ) 1 a
et of ‘zoom-in’ simulations that resolve stellar feedback on the 
cale of giant molecular clouds in the interstellar medium (ISM; 
enincasa et al. 2020 ; Guszejnov et al. 2020 ), producing winds that
MNRAS 514, 5056–5073 (2022) 
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Table 1. Simulation parameters. 

Name f thin disk, recent M vir M � R vir � f aligned Metal diffusion? Reference 
M � M � kpc 

m12i 0 .94 1.1 × 10 12 7.3 × 10 10 268 0 .34 � Wetzel et al. ( 2016 ) 
m12i core 0 .89 1.1 × 10 12 8.0 × 10 10 274 0 .34 Hopkins et al. ( 2018 ) 
m12b 0 .88 1.3 × 10 12 1.0 × 10 11 286 0 .35 � Garrison-Kimmel et al. ( 2019 ) 
m12c 0 .87 1.3 × 10 12 6.8 × 10 10 283 0 .25 � Garrison-Kimmel et al. ( 2019 ) 
m12f 0 .87 1.5 × 10 12 9.7 × 10 10 302 0 .24 � Garrison-Kimmel et al. ( 2017 ) 
m11h 0 .52 1.8 × 10 11 3.9 × 10 9 146 0 .047 � El-Badry et al. ( 2018a ) 
m12w 0 .49 9.5 × 10 11 6.5 × 10 10 253 0 .15 � Samuel et al. ( 2020 ) 
m12m ∗0 .46 1.5 × 10 12 1.4 × 10 11 298 0 .26 Hopkins et al. ( 2018 ) 
m11b 0 .44 4.4 × 10 10 1.2 × 10 8 92.4 0 .12 Chan et al. ( 2018 ) 
m12r 0 .31 1.0 × 10 12 2.4 × 10 10 257 0 .11 � Samuel et al. ( 2020 ) 
m12z 0 .11 8.0 × 10 11 2.5 × 10 10 242 0 .052 � Garrison-Kimmel et al. ( 2019 ) 
m11i 0 .046 7.0 × 10 10 1.0 × 10 9 106 0 .013 � El-Badry et al. ( 2018a ) 
m11c 0 .035 1.4 × 10 11 9.5 × 10 8 137 0 .0068 Hopkins et al. ( 2018 ) 
m11e 0 .031 1.5 × 10 11 1.6 × 10 9 136 0 .044 � El-Badry et al. ( 2018a ) 
m11d 0 .03 2.9 × 10 11 4.9 × 10 9 169 0 .0026 � El-Badry et al. ( 2018a ) 
m11a 0 .022 4.1 × 10 10 1.3 × 10 8 90.3 − 0 .022 Chan et al. ( 2018 ) 
m11q 0 .0066 1.5 × 10 11 7.4 × 10 8 138 0 .0045 � Hopkins et al. ( 2018 ) 

Properties at z = 0 of the sample of FIRE galaxies analysed in this work. The value of f thin disk, recent is the fraction of stars formed in the last Gyr 
prior to z = 0 that are in a thin-disc configuration ( j / j c ( E ) > 0.8; e.g. Yu et al. 2021 ). The m12m galaxy has a sizable bar, which drives the thin-disc 
fraction lower by our adopted definition (marked by ∗). The value of � f aligned is a measure of the relation between cooling and flattening in accreted 
gas (Section 3.3 ). The ‘metal diffusion’ column marks whether or not the simulation includes a subgrid prescription for metal diffusion. 
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xpand into the CGM and interact with accreting gas (Muratov et al.
015 , 2017 ; Angl ́es-Alc ́azar et al. 2017 ; Hafen et al. 2019 , 2020 ;
andya et al. 2021 ). The resultant galaxies are broadly consistent
ith the stellar mass–halo mass relation (Hopkins 2017 ), satellite
alaxy populations (Wetzel et al. 2016 ; Garrison-Kimmel et al.
019 ; Samuel et al. 2020 ), and can have thin-discs consistent with
W-like galaxies (Ma et al. 2017 ; Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2018b ;

l-Badry et al. 2018b ; Yu et al. 2021 ), albeit potentially with
otter kinematics (Sanderson et al. 2020 ). Here, we use the FIRE-
 simulations to study gas accretion on to z ∼ 0 galaxies and its
elation to thin-disc morphology. Our approach uses the particle-
racking methodology developed in Hafen et al. ( 2019 , 2020 ) to
xplore the mechanics of rotating cooling flows near the disc–
alo interface where angular momentum support is substantial. Our
nalysis goes beyond 1D steady-state solutions for rotating cooling
o ws de veloped in classic ICM studies (e.g. Cowie et al. 1980 ),
nd extends the idealized 3D simulations of rotating cooling flows
n Stern et al. ( 2020 ) to a more realistic cosmological setting. Our
ork is complementary to Trapp et al. ( 2021 ), who characterized

he phenomenological properties of accretion on to MW-like FIRE
alaxies, and the particle tracking analysis of Angl ́es-Alc ́azar et al.
 2017 ), who provided an overview of the connection between the
osmic baryon cycle and galaxy mass assembly. 

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 , we describe our
ample of FIRE simulations and the sample of accreting particles
elected from the simulations. In Section 3 , we analyse the charac-
eristics and mechanics of gas accretion on to z ∼ 0 galaxies in FIRE,
nd their relation to thin-disc morphology in the central galaxy. We
iscuss our results in Section 4 and conclude in Section 5 . 

 M E T H O D S  

.1 Simulations 

e analyse hydrodynamical cosmological zoom-in simulations pro-
uced as part of the FIRE project (Hopkins et al. 2014 ). The
imulation sample, listed in Table 1 , were run with the FIRE-2
NRAS 514, 5056–5073 (2022) 
ersion (Hopkins et al. 2018 ) of the gravity and hydrodynamics code
IZMO 

2 (Hopkins 2015 ). The simulations were produced using the
eshless finite-mass mode of GIZMO , a Lagrangian method with

o inter-element mass flux. This enables us to track the history of
ach resolution element. The full details of simulations produced
ith the FIRE-2 code are available in Hopkins et al. ( 2018 ). The
IRE simulations include detailed prescriptions for star formation
nd stellar feedback. Each star particle contributes to the simulation
omentum from radiation pressure; energy, momentum, mass, and
etals from Type Ia and II supernovae and stellar winds; and photo-

onization and photo-electric heating. The mass of the resolution
lements ranges from 2100 to 7100 M �. Star formation is limited to
elf-gravitating, self-shielding (molecular) gas with a density of at
east n SF = 1000 cm 

−3 . In addition to stellar radiation, the simulations
nclude a uniform meta-galactic radiation background that ionizes
as in the intergalactic and CGM (Faucher-Gigu ̀ere et al. 2009 ). In
he simulations and throughout our analysis, we use a standard flat
 CDM cosmology with �m 

≈ 0.32, �� 

= 1 − �m 

, �b ≈ 0.049,
nd H 0 ≈ 67 km s −1 Mpc −1 (e.g. Planck Collaboration 2018 ). 

Fig. 1 shows edge-on mock Hubble images for the z = 0 snapshots
f four of our simulated galaxies, neglecting dust attenuation to
ore clearly illustrate the stellar distribution. The bottom-left and

op panels show three MW-mass galaxies ( m12i , m12b , and m12c )
hile the bottom-right panel shows a M � ∼ 5 × 10 9 M � dwarf
alaxy, m11d . As noted in previous studies (El-Badry et al. 2018b ;
arrison-Kimmel et al. 2018b ), MW-mass galaxies in FIRE typically
ave thin-disc morphologies, while lower mass galaxies show a thick
isc/irregular morphology. We quantify this trend using f thin disc , recent ,
efined as the mass fraction of stars with age < 1 Gyr (at z = 0)
hat have j z / j c ( E ) > 0.8. Here j z is the specific angular momentum
n the z direction and j c ( E ) is the angular momentum that the star
ould have if it had the same energy but was in a circular orbit.
he z-axis is defined as the direction of the total angular momentum
ector of stars inside the galaxy. This definition of the thin disc is

http://www.tapir.caltech.edu/~phopkins/Site/GIZMO.html
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Figure 1. Mock Hubble images of four z = 0 galaxies in the FIRE-2 simulations. Halo masses are noted in the panels, together with the mass fraction of young 
( < 1 Gyr) stars that reside in a thin disc. The MW-mass galaxies have thin disc morphologies (bottom-left, top), while the lower mass galaxy has an irregular 
morphology (bottom-right). 
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he same definition used in Yu et al. ( 2021 ). Values of j z / j c ( E ) >
.8 correspond to height to size ratios h / R ∼ 0.1 (confirmed across
 number of choices of h and R ) and rotation to dispersion ratios
 rot / σ z ∼ 10, and correlate strongly with the observed thin-disc 

raction in the r band (Appendix A ). The values of f thin disc , recent are
oted in Fig. 1 and listed in Table 1 . Throughout we will refer to
alaxies with f thin disc , recent > 0 . 6 as thin-disc galaxies and galaxies
ith f thin disc , recent < 0 . 6 as irregular or thick-disc galaxies. 

.2 Analysis 

or each galaxy, we use the particle tracking method described in 
afen et al. ( 2019 , 2020 ), which in turn applies insight from previous
article-tracking applied to the FIRE simulations (Angl ́es-Alc ́azar 
t al. 2017 ). We select an unbiased sample of resolution elements
particles) that have accreted on to the central galaxy during the last
yr prior to z = 0. To select such particles, we require that they are

1) within the galaxy radius r gal at z = 0, either in stars or in gas with
ensity n H > 0.13 cm 

−3 , and (2) within the CGM (gas at 0.1 − 1 r vir )
n the snapshot corresponding to 1 Gyr prior to z = 0. Throughout
he paper, we use r for the 3D distance. We define r gal = 4 r � , 0.5 ,
ollowing Hafen et al. ( 2019 , 2020 ), where r � , 0.5 is the stellar half-
ass radius. When selected this way, the number of particles that 
eet these conditions ranges from ∼1000 for the low-mass irregular 

alaxies to ∼10 5 for the thin-disc galaxies. For each selected particle, 
e retrieve the full history of the particle, including temperature, 
ensity , and metallicity . We discard a small fraction ( < 2 per cent ) of
he particles whose mass increases by a factor of 2 as a consequence
f mass deposition by stellar feedback. 3 In Appendix B , we show
hat the accretion histories of selected particles are representative 
 These particles pose a problem for our tracking method because the history 
f the additional mass is not recorded, and because they are split into multiple 
articles after gaining sufficient mass. 

T  

C  

o  

s  

p

f the accretion histories of all stars formed within 1 Gyr of z =
, and that around thin-disc galaxies our selected particles are 
rawn from the angular momentum distribution of the CGM without 
ias. 
A key time for our analysis is the accretion time t acc , the time at

hich a particle first accretes on to the galaxy after being identified
s part of the CGM 1 Gyr prior to z = 0. Explicitly, t acc is: 

 acc ≡ t( last snapshot outside galaxy ) , (1) 

.e. the last snapshot prior to the particle matching the abo v e criteria
or being within a galaxy. 

Another key time for our analysis is the last time a particle cools
rior to entering the galaxy. For a given particle, we define this time
s: 

 10 5 K ≡ t( last snapshot outside galaxy with T > 10 5 K) , (2) 

.e. the last snapshot the particle was hot prior to t acc . For gas that cools
s it accretes, t 10 5 K occurs as the gas passes through the galaxy–halo
nterface. In all haloes, we find that � 99 per cent of tracked particles
eat abo v e T > 10 5 K at some point prior to accretion, ev en in our
ow-mass haloes where the virial temperature is T ≈ 2 × 10 5 K and ac-
retion on to the galaxy is dominated by cold inflows. In such haloes,
eating is typically temporary due to the short cooling times, but hot
as still comprises � 30 per cent of the halo’s gas mass at any given
ime (Hafen et al. 2019 , 2020 ). Below we analyse the statistical prop-
rties of all accreting particles as a function of time relative to their
ooling time ( t − t 10 5 K ) or relative to their accretion time ( t − t acc ). 

 RESULTS  

o characterize gas accretion, we analyse the central galaxy and its
GM from z = 0 to 1 Gyr prior. Fig. 2 shows a visual o v erview
f how gas accretes on to m12i – a MW-mass galaxy that forms a
ubstantial thin disc ( f thin disk, recent = 0 . 94). The top and right-hand
anels plot the temperature and spatial evolution of accreting gas 
MNRAS 514, 5056–5073 (2022) 
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M

Figure 2. Gas accretion on to a MW-mass disc galaxy in FIRE, m12i , near z ≈ 0. Top and right-hand panels: temperature and spatial evolution of accreting 
gas with respect to t 10 5 K , defined as the last time at which the gas cools below 10 5 K prior to accreting on to the galaxy. Red, white, and blue indicates T = 10 6 

10 5 , and 10 4 K, respectively. Bottom-left panel: three representative trajectories for accreting gas elements. The panels show that accretion is hot ( ≈10 6 K) and 
contracts quasi-spherically at early times relative to the time of cooling. At the time of cooling, the geometry of accreting gas transitions from a quasi-spherical 
distribution at t − t 10 5 K < −150 Myr to a cool disc at t − t 10 5 K > 150 Myr. 
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ersus time prior to cooling ( t − t 10 5 K ), while the bottom-left panel
lots three representative trajectories for accreting gas elements.
he trajectories were visualized using the FIREFLY visualization
oftware (Geller & Gurvich 2018 ). 4 The trajectory colour scales
ith temperature, with red, white, and blue, indicating T = 10 6 , 10 5 ,

nd 10 4 K, respectively. The figure shows that at early times relative
o cooling ( t − t 10 5 K ∼ −1000 Myr) the accretion is hot ( ≈10 6 K)
nd contracts quasi-spherically. Then, around the time of cooling
he geometry of accreting gas transitions from quasi-spherical at
 − t 10 5 K = −150 Myr to a cool disc aligned with the galaxy at
 − t 10 5 K = + 150 Myr. A quantitative analysis of this transition
ollows in Sections 3.1 –3.4 . 

.1 Gas inflow on to thin-disc MW analogs is hot through the 
GM 

ig. 3 plots various characteristics of accreting gas on the m12i
hin-disc galaxy, as a function of time relative to the accretion’s
NRAS 514, 5056–5073 (2022) 

 A 3D version of these trajectories is available online at zhafen.github.io/rot 
ting- cooling- flows . The FIREFLY homepage is at alexbgurvi.ch/Firefly . 

d
(
2  

s

ast cooling time ( t − t 10 5 K ). In each panel, solid lines and shaded
egions mark the medians and 16th–84th percentile ranges of all
articles accreted within 0.5–1 Gyr prior to z = 0. The lower limit
n the time range applied in this figure is to ensure that particles are
resent for most of the time displayed after t 10 5 K , although removing
he limit does not change the qualitative results. In the temperature
anel (A), we exclude from the distribution particles that have been
onverted into stars. 

Panel (A) demonstrates that during the 500 Myr prior to cooling for
 final time, the inflow is predominantly hot ( � 10 5 K), with a median
emperature of 4–8 × 10 5 K, similar to the halo virial temperature
f T vir ( z = 0) = 6.5 × 10 5 K. This is not true by construction –
as could maintain a temperature T > 10 5 K for only a short time
rior to cooling. In Appendix C (online), we verify that the inflow is
redominantly hot also in terms of mass inflow rate. During the time
rior to cooling the accreting gas is inflowing towards the galaxy
panel B), from a median r ≈ 55 kpc at t − t 10 5 K = −500 Myr, to a
edian r ≈ 18 kpc ≈ 1 . 4 r gal at t = t 10 5 K , after which time the inflow

ecelerates. The characteristic inflow velocity of v r ≈ −70 km s −1 

panel C) is substantially lower than the circular velocity of 170–
00 km s −1 . This radial velocity is also smaller than the median
ound speed of 100–130 km s −1 , indicating a subsonic flow. 
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3. Properties of gas accretion on to a z ∼ 0 thin-disc galaxy in FIRE ( m12i ), versus time relative to the final cooling time ( t − t 10 5 K ). In each panel, 
solid lines and shaded regions mark the medians and 16th–84th percentile ranges of all particles accreted within 1 Gyr prior to z = 0. (a) Temperature. The 
inflow is predominantly hot ( � 10 5 K) prior to cooling, with a median temperature approaching T vir ∼ 10 6 K. At t = t 10 5 K the gas cools (by definition), and 
achieves temperatures T � 10 4 K or forms stars. (b) 3D distance from halo centre (green) and absolute height from the disc plane (blue). Cooling occurs at r = 

10 −30 kpc, corresponding to 0 . 7 − 2 . 5 r gal . Prior to cooling, the gas forms an inflow while after cooling the inflow decreases speed. Most of the gas collapses 
into a disc upon cooling, with a median | z| ≈ 2 kpc at t = t 10 5 K . (c) Velocity components of accretion (coloured lines and bands), relative to the median circular 
velocity (dash–dotted line). The gas reaches full rotational support upon cooling. The grey line marks the sound speed of virial temperature gas. (d) Fraction of 
gas converted into stars. Star formation starts after cooling, at a rate of ∼ 10 per cent per 100 Myr. 
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We sho w belo w that a similar hot inflo w is seen in other thin-disc
alaxies in our sample, and that the accretion occurs on a cooling
ime-scale. Thus, accretion from the CGM on to z = 0 thin discs in
IRE is dominated by the inflow of hot, virial temperature gas, as

n classic cooling flow solutions (e.g. Fabian et al. 1984 ). This hot
ccretion mode, in which the entire hot phase inflows, is qualitatively 
ifferent from ‘precipitation’, in which gas clumps cool out of the 
ot phase at halo scales, lose buoyancy, and subsequently accrete 
see introduction). The dominance of a hot inflow o v er precipitation
n MW-like galaxies simulated in FIRE has previously been noted 
y Esmerian et al. ( 2021 ). 

.2 Accretion cools and decelerates at the galaxy–halo interface 

anel (A) in Fig. 3 demonstrates that at t = t 10 5 K the temperature
rops quickly from ∼10 6 to ∼10 4 K. Panel (B) shows that this cooling
ccurs at the galaxy edge or shortly beyond, at r( t 10 5 K ) ≈ 10 − 30
pc, equi v alent to ≈0.7–2.5 r gal . 5 Less than 10 per cent of particles
ool beyond ∼40 kpc. After cooling to T ∼ 10 4 K, the temperature
urther drops to cool ISM temperatures of 100 − 10 4 K and stars begin
o form at a rate of ≈ 10 per cent per 100 Myr (panel D), roughly
qual to the average rate in the galaxy ISM. The v ertical gre y line in
anel (A) marks the median time at which the gas accretes, though
 acc − t 10 5 K spans ∼0–500 Myr depending on the particle. 

Panel (C) in Fig. 3 demonstrates that cooling at the galaxy scale
s further associated with a change in kinematics. The radial inflow 

elocity | v r | starts decelerating ≈40 Myr prior to cooling, finishing
t v r � 50 km s −1 after cooling. The deceleration is associated with
 φ reaching v c , where φ is defined with respect to the total angular
omentum of stars in the galaxy at z = 0, indicating a transition

rom pressure-support in the hot CGM to rotational-support in the 
ool ISM. Note that deceleration prior to accretion is possible due 
o the subsonic nature of the radial hot flow – the gas pressure can
 Gas can have r( t 10 5 K ) < r gal if it is under-dense relative to the galaxy when 
t crosses r gal ( n H < 0.13 cm 

−3 ; see Section 2.2 ). 

t
a  

t  

t

djust close to the galaxy so the transition to a rotating disc happens
moothly rather than in a single shock. Similar results are seen for
ccretion on to other thin-disc galaxies in our sample (see below),
ndicating that the majority of accretion on to z ∼ 0 thin-disc galaxies
n FIRE is a hot inflow which cools and decelerates just outside the
alaxy. As sho wn belo w (Section 3.5 ; Appendix D (online)), this is
ot the case for galaxies that lack thin discs in our sample. Galaxies
hat are dominated by thick/irregular morphology demonstrate no 
uch deceleration at the galaxy–halo interface. 

.3 Cooling of accreted gas is concurrent with flattening 

anel (B) in Fig. 3 also plots the distance | z| abo v e or below the
isc plane as a function of time. The panel shows that as the gas
ollapses, it becomes increasingly flattened in the disc plane. At the
ime of cooling, the gas has a median height of ≈2 kpc, indicating a
isc geometry with height to radius ratio of | z| / r gal ≈ 0.2, consistent
ith the transition to rotation support indicated by panel (C). Panel

D) in Fig. 3 emphasizes that all of the star formation occurs after
otation support is achieved and the disc geometry is in place. 

This correspondence between a transition to disc geometry and 
ooling is further explored in Fig. 4 , which plots the geometry of
ccreting gas at different times relative to t 10 5 K for the four galaxies
hown in Fig. 1 . Times prior to cooling are coloured in red, while
imes after cooling are plotted in blue. All particles with t − t 10 5 K 

ithin ±30 Myr of the value noted in the legend are included in
he distribution. The curves show the PDF of cos θ = z/ r , i.e. θ is
he angle between the gas element position and the total angular

omentum vector of stars in the galaxy at z = 0. A spherical
istribution of accreted gas would have a flat PDF with a value
f 0.5, while the PDF of an infinitely thin disc would be a δ-function
entred at z/ r = 0. The figure shows that gas accreting on to the three
hin-disc galaxies transitions from being distributed quasi-spherically 
t t = t 10 5 K − 200 Myr to being distributed in the galaxy plane at
 = t 10 5 K + 200 Myr. This indicates that the cooling and flattening of
he accreting gas occurs simultaneously in these galaxies, consistent 
MNRAS 514, 5056–5073 (2022) 
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Figure 4. Geometry (ratio of height to radius) of accreting gas, as a function of time relative to the last cooling time. The galaxies displayed are the same as in 
Fig. 1 . In thin-disc galaxies (top and bottom-left panels), the geometry of accreting gas evolves significantly around the time of cooling, from a quasi-spherical 
distribution prior to cooling (red curves) to a disc-like configuration after cooling (blue curves). In contrast, in the irregular galaxy (bottom-right), accreting gas 
is roughly spherical both prior to and after cooling. The quantity f aligned measures the fraction of accreting gas that has −0.1 < z/ r < 0.1 at a given t − t 10 5 K . 
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ith the conclusion from Figs 2 and 3 . In contrast, in the irregular
alaxy shown in the bottom-right, there is no association between
ooling and flattening. Rather, the geometry of accreting gas is quasi-
pherical both before and after cooling. 

Fig. 5 extends the analysis in Fig. 4 to the full sample. We
arametrize the extent of flattening via a parameter f aligned (for
aligned accretion’), which corresponds to the fraction of accreting
as mass aligned with the disc plane ( | z/ r | < 0.1, marked by
ashed vertical lines in Fig. 4 ). The left-hand panel of Fig. 5
hows the evolution of f aligned from 200 Myr before t 10 5 K (red) to
00 Myr after t 10 5 K (blue), while the right-hand panel shows the
hange in f aligned between these two epochs. The horizontal axes
lot the fraction of young stars in a thin disc f thin disk, recent . For
ost haloes, the accreting gas is largely unaligned prior to cooling,
ith f aligned ∼0.1–0.2 comparable to f aligned = 0.1 expected for an

sotropic distribution. Upon cooling, the alignment of accreting
as sharply increases in haloes with f thin disk, recent > 0 . 6 – in most
ases � 50 per cent of mass collapses to | z/ r | < 0.1 during this
ime. In contrast, in haloes with f thin disk, recent ≈ 0, there is prac-
ically no change in f aligned upon cooling. Intermediate cases with
 thin disk, recent ≈ 0 . 2 − 0 . 6 typically show a modest increase in f aligned .
he right-hand panel of Fig. 5 demonstrates the strong correlation
etween change in f aligned during gas cooling and the fraction of
ecent stars in a thin disc. That is, this panel shows that flattening is
oncurrent with cooling in accretion on to thin-disc galaxies, while
o such association exists for accretion on to irregular or thick-disc
alaxies. 

The galaxy circled in the right-hand panel, m12m , has a stellar
ar (Debattista et al. 2019 ), which tends to decrease f thin disk, recent .
his bar may help explain why this galaxy is somewhat offset to low
 thin disk, recent relative to other galaxies with a similar large change in
 aligned . 
NRAS 514, 5056–5073 (2022) 
.4 Angular momentum and energetics of accreting gas 

he mechanics of concurrent cooling and flattening in rotating
ooling flows is explored in Fig. 6 , for the example case of m12i .
he shaded region in panel (A) shows the 16th–84th percentiles

n j z / | � j | , the ratio of angular momentum in the z direction to the
agnitude of total angular momentum, for individual particles as a

unction of t − t 10 5 K . The dashed line plots ( 
 

� j ) z / | 
 

� j | , i.e. the same
atio but for the total angular momentum of accreting gas at a given
 − t 10 5 K . Note that this latter ratio is not identical to unity because
he z direction is with respect to the central galaxy rather than the
as itself. At t − t 10 5 K = −500 Myr, the ratio j z / | � j | spans a large
ange of ≈−0.3–0.9, while by t = t 10 5 K nearly all the accreting gas
as j z ≈ | � j | , indicating all hot accreting gas particles are co-rotating.
n the other hand, the alignment of the total angular momentum is
early constant with time prior to accretion. These trends indicate that
omponents unaligned with the net angular momentum are canceling
ut due to interaction in the hot halo. 
Fig. 6 panel (B) shows the magnitude of the specific angular
omentum ( | � j | ; green) and the z-component of the specific angular
omentum ( j z ; purple). The median value of | � j | decreases prior to

ooling, from ≈5000 kpc km s −1 to ≈ 3000 kpc km s −1 , in contrast
ith j z which remains constant. The nearly constant j z indicates

he inflow roughly conserves its net angular momentum. At the
ame time the decreasing | � j | indicates the inflow is cancelling out
naligned components, consistent with the conclusion from panel
A). We note that this result appears contradictory to the result of
tevens et al. ( 2017 ) based on the EAGLE simulations, which found
 � 50 per cent decrease in net angular momentum when accreting
ot gas cools on to the galaxy. 
The value of j z ≈ 2500 kpc km s −1 is comparable to the average-

pecific angular momentum of j DM 

� 

√ 

2 λr vir v vir expected in dark
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Figure 5. Left: mass fraction of accreting gas aligned with the disc ( | z/ r < 0.1 | , see Fig. 4 ) before and after cooling, for our sample of 17 FIRE haloes. The 
horizontal axis plots the fraction of young stars in the central galaxy that are in a thin disc. Right: change in aligned mass fraction during the ±200 Myr around 
cooling time shown in the left-hand panel. A large � f aligned indicates that flattening is concurrent with cooling. Colour indicates virial mass. The value of 
� f aligned is strongly correlated with the fraction of young stars in a thin disc. The point circled on the right is m12m , which has developed a sizable bar at late 
times. 

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 6. Angular momentum and energetics of gas accreting on to the z ∼ 0 thin-disc galaxy ( m12i ) shown in Fig. 3 , versus time relative to the final cooling 
time. (a) The ratio j z / | � j | . The shaded regions plots the 16th–84th percentile range of the accreted particles, while the dashed line plots the vector sum. The 
shaded region shrinks as gas flows inward, indicating the flow becomes more coherent and that angular momentum unaligned with the total angular momentum 

is cancelled out. (b) The magnitude of the specific angular momentum of particles ( | � j | , green) and the component of angular momentum aligned with the galaxy 
disc ( j z ; purple). Solid lines and shaded regions mark the medians and 16th–84th percentile ranges, respectively. The dashed line shows the angular momentum 

necessary for rotational support. Cooling occurs when angular momentum support becomes significant, as expected in subsonic cooling flo ws (Co wie et al. 1980 ; 
Stern et al. 2020 ). (c) Baryon number density. Prior to cooling the gas density increases due to the inflow. As the gas cools the density sharply increases, due to 
the deceleration of the inflow at the galaxy scale and the collapse into a disc geometry. (d) Radiative cooling (blue) and heating from PdV work on accreting 
gas particles (red). Only gas with T > 10 4.5 K is included. In the CGM compression, heating offsets radiative cooling. This yields the mostly flat temperature 
profile seen in Fig. 3 , as expected in a cooling flow. 
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atter haloes due to tidal torques (e.g. Bullock et al. 2001 ). Using
 typical dimensionless spin parameter λ � 0.035, and the virial 
adius r vir = 270 kpc and virial velocity v vir = 130 km s −1 of this
alo, we get j DM 

≈ 1750 kpc km s −1 , i.e. the expected average
alue of the dark matter is within 30 per cent of the net angular
omentum of accreting hot gas shown in Fig. 6 . The fact that the

as has slightly more angular momentum than naively expected 
or the dark matter is consistent with previous findings that gas 
ypically has a slightly higher spin than dark matter (e.g. Stewart
t al. 2017 ). 

The dashed line in panel (B) of Fig. 6 plots the median-specific
ngular momentum necessary for gas to be fully supported by 
ngular momentum at a given radius, i.e. rv c ( r ). The accretion
ttains significant angular momentum support as it proceeds through 
he inner CGM, consistent with other analyses of CGM rotational 
upport, which finds that rotation support is more prominent at 
MNRAS 514, 5056–5073 (2022) 
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maller CGM radii (Oppenheimer 2018 ; Trapp et al. 2021 ). The
alues of j z and v c ( r ) r converge shortly after t = t 10 5 K , indicating
hat cooling and a transition to rotational support occur almost
imultaneously, as indicated also by Fig. 3 . This result is consistent
ith 1D steady-state cooling flow solutions that include angular
omentum – these solutions demonstrate that the hot inflow cools to
10 4 K at the radius where j z = rv c ( r ), as long as the flow remains

ubsonic down to this radius (Cowie et al. 1980 ; Stern et al. 2020 ). 
There is a small but noticeable increase in j z at t ≈ t 10 5 K , i.e. the

ngular momentum of accreting gas increases somewhat when it
ransitions from the hot CGM to the ISM. This increase is similar to
he observed 30 per cent difference between the rotation velocity of
he MW disc and its hot CGM (Hodges-Kluck, Miller & Bregman
016 ). While this increase is not the focus of our analysis, we note that
t may be a result of a difference in orientation between the angular
omentum of the galaxy and the angular momentum of the accreting

as (e.g. Danovich et al. 2012 ; DeFelippis et al. 2017 ), which forces
he accreting gas to co-rotate with the galaxy upon accretion. Any
ngular momentum gained is expected to be lost by other particles,
ri ving an inflo w in the disc or disc–halo interface (Mayor & Vigroux
981 ; Pezzulli & Fraternali 2016 ). 
Fig. 6 panel (C) shows the distribution of the accreting gas density

 ersus time relativ e to cooling. Prior to cooling the gas density
ncreases steadily due to the inflow, reaching ≈10 −3 cm 

−3 just before
ooling at t � t 10 5 K . This density is comparable to observational
stimates of the hot gas density just outside the MW disc (e.g. Li &
regman 2017 ). At t ≈ t 10 5 K , the gas density sharply increases,

eaching 0.1 cm 

−3 within ≈50 Myr, due to the decreasing radial
elocity of the inflow upon accretion (Fig. 3 ), and due to the collapse
rom a quasi-spherical geometry into a disc geometry. The gas then
tarts forming stars shortly after cooling (Fig. 3 ). Note that star
ormation occurs despite that the 84th density percentile after cooling
s ≈10 cm 

−3 , well below the minimum density for star formation of
 SF = 1000 cm 

−3 in FIRE. This is because gas remains at densities
pproaching n SF only for a short time before forming stars. 

In Fig. 6 panel (D), we assess the energetics of the hot gas
o determine why it cools. We study the energetics through two
ypes of change in specific energy: radiative cooling (blue lines)
nd compression heating (red lines). Radiative cooling per unit
ass for an individual particle is calculated as n 2 H �/ρ, where
 H is the hydrogen density, ρ is the mass density, and � is the
ooling function. We include only fluid elements with T > 10 4.5 

 to a v oid optical thickness effects on cooling, and to a v oid large
uctuations when � approaches zero at T ≈ 10 4 K. As our focus

s the energetics of the hot ∼T vir gas, this cut does not affect our
onclusions. Compression heating per unit mass for an individual
esolution element is calculated as P 

dV 
dt 

≈ P 

ρ2 
�ρ

�t 
, where P is the

hermal pressure, V is the specific volume, �ρ is the change in
ensity from one snapshot to the next, and � t is the snapshot time
pacing. Because accreting gas elements interact with other accreting
as elements thermodynamically, we show the mean-specific energy
racks of all gas elements binned into 100 Myr bins of t 10 5 K . Also, to
ocus on the behaviour of the majority of the particles, we do not bin
he 1 per cent of particles with the highest change in specific energy.
ome t 10 5 K bins contain much more accreting gas than others, and

o reflect this we set the darkness of the lines proportional to the
umber of particles in the bin. 
At t − t 10 5 K = −500 Myr, the radiative cooling rate is ≈0.006

rg s −1 g −1 , corresponding to a cooling time t cool = 400 Myr for
he median temperature of T = 4 × 10 5 K at this epoch (see
ig. 3 , panel A). At later t − t 10 5 K but still prior to cooling, the
adiative cooling rate increases due to the increase in gas density. The
NRAS 514, 5056–5073 (2022) 
anel shows that this energy loss to radiation is followed closely by
ompressive heating, explaining the roughly flat temperature profile
t t < t 10 5 K (Fig. 3 ). This approximate equality between radiative
ooling and compressive heating is a defining characteristic of classic
ooling flows in which angular momentum support can be neglected
Mathews & Bregman 1978 ; McNamara & Nulsen 2007 ; Stern
t al. 2019 ). This balance between radiative cooling and compressive
eating is not possible in a perfectly hydrostatic halo, since without
nward mo v ement compression will not occur. 

Around t 10 5 K , the cooling rate and compressive heating diverge.
his can be understood by noting that the radiative cooling rate per
nit mass scales as ∝ ρ� , while the compressive heating rate scales
s ∝ Td log ρ/ dt . The deceleration of the hot inflow prior to accretion
n to the galaxy causes ρ to increase faster than d log ρ/ dt , causing
adiative cooling to exceed compressive heating and the temperature
o decrease. This in turn increases the cooling rate, which further
ccelerates the drop in temperature. The result is gas that cools from
10 6 to ≈10 4 K o v er the course of � 50 Myr. 
Panel D also shows that after t 10 5 K when the gas is part of the ISM,

adiative cooling greatly exceeds compression heating, indicating
hat hot gas in the ISM is short lived. 

.5 Comparison of accretion on to thin-disc galaxies and on to 
rregular galaxies 

ig. 7 compares the properties of accretion on to galaxies with
 thin disk, recent > 0 . 6 (‘thin-disc galaxies’) versus accretion on to
alaxies with f thin disk, recent < 0 . 6 (‘irre gular galaxies’). F or each
roperty, the coloured lines show the median of the medians of
he individual simulations in the group at a given t − t acc . The
roperties are plotted as a function of time relative to the time at
hich gas accretes on to the main galaxy ( t acc ), defined as the first

ime gas is within r gal and with a density n H > 0.13 cm 

−3 . This is in
ontrast with plotting properties versus t 10 5 K as done abo v e, since in
rregular galaxies where accretion is generally cool ( T ≈ 10 4 K), the
ast cooling time is not associated with accretion on to the galaxy.

e also exclude m12f from the thin-disc group since the gas cools
nd becomes rotationally supported at significantly larger radii than
 gal , due to the exceptionally large j z ≈ 5000 kpc km s −1 of hot gas in
his galaxy. This galaxy is further discussed in Appendix D (online).

The red lines in Fig. 7 demonstrate that the conclusions from
igs 3 and 6 hold on average for all thin-disc galaxies in our sample:
as inflow is hot through the CGM with a median T ≈ 10 5.5 K, and
ooling and deceleration occurs at the galaxy edge, at which time
he gas distribution also flattens. In contrast, accretion on to irregular
alaxies is primarily cold, with no change in median temperature
efore and after accretion. Gas becomes more spatially aligned as
t accretes, but still has a median | z| / r ∼ 0.2, and never becomes
ully rotationally supported. Accretion on to thin discs and irregulars
lso differ significantly in their spin-aligned fraction prior to t acc 

lower-left panel) – at t acc the fraction of spin-aligned accretion on
o thin-disc galaxies is 0.75, a factor of 3 higher than the fraction
f 0.25 in irregular galaxies. This suggests that achieving angular
omentum coherence in the CGM is conducive to the formation of

hin discs. 

.6 Angular momentum coherence in accreted gas 

ig. 8 shows the evolution of the angular momentum distribution
or m12i versus time relative to t acc . We use an ‘on-sky’ azimuthal
quidistant projection of the angular momentum direction for m12i .
zimuthal equidistant projections preserve the distance to the central
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Figure 7. Hot accretion on to thin-disc galaxies versus cool accretion on to irregular galaxies. Lines plot the median properties of the accreting gas relative to 
time of accretion, for thin-disc galaxies (red; f thin disk, recent > 0 . 6) and for irregular galaxies (blue; f thin disk, recent < 0 . 6). The temperature panel (second row on 
the left) shows that accretion on to thin-disc galaxies is hot ( T � 10 5.5 K), in contrast with cool T ≈ 10 4 K accretion on to irregular galaxies. The bottom panels 
show that accretion on to thin-disc galaxies also has an angular momentum distribution that is more aligned and is more rotationally supported than in irregular 
galaxies, suggesting that the coherence achieved in hot accretion is conducive to the formation of galaxy discs. The dark grey lines show the median accretion 
properties in a CR-dominated halo. The accretion in this halo is cool, but similar in its angular momentum properties to hot accretion (see Section 4.4 ). 
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oint (the angular momentum direction of the galaxy at z = 0) as well
s the orientation ( φ) relative to the central point. Each histogram bin
o v ers an equal area. The total angular momentum of the accreting
as at each time 
 

� j is shown via a black point outlined in white. The
gure shows that prior to t − t acc = −500 Myrs, accretion is composed
f gas rotating in a variety of directions, including counter-rotating 
 j z / | j | < 0 or equi v alently θ > 90 ◦). The net angular momentum 
 

�j 
s, ho we ver, roughly centred on the angular momentum of the galaxy
= 0 ◦. By t − t acc = −50 Myrs, the angular momentum distribution

s significantly more coherent/narrower, while only a minor change in 
een in the direction of net angular momentum vector. At and shortly
fter t 10 5 K , the angular momentum distribution further narrows and 
he net vector nearly fully aligns itself with the galaxy. 

Fig. 9 shows the cumulative distribution function of j z / | � j | in the
ccreted gas, weighted by mass, for the four simulations shown in 
ig. 4 . This distribution quantifies the level of alignment of angular
omentum in the accreted gas with respect to the rotation axis of

he stars. For reference, perfectly co-rotating gas has j z / | � j | = 1,
hile perpendicular and counter-rotating gas have j z / | � j | = 0 and
1, respectively. An isotropic distribution of angular momentum 

ould appear as a diagonal line in this plot. Each curve corresponds
o a different t − t acc as noted in the legend. Outlined in black are the
DFs for t − t acc = −200, 0, and 200 Myr. 
In gas accreting on to thin-disc galaxies (top and bottom-left 

anels of Fig. 9 ), the angular momentum distribution becomes 
ncreasingly coherent with time relative to t acc . At t − t acc = −1 Gyr,
he angular momentum distribution is marginally coherent, with 

50 − 70 per cent of accreting gas co-rotating with j z / | � j | > 0 . 5. In
ontrast at t − t acc = + 200 Myr, the distribution is highly coherent,
ith j z / | � j | > 0 . 9 for � 90 per cent of accretion. The majority of the

volution in coherence occurs o v er � 200 Myr prior to t acc , as seen
y the differences between the distributions for t − t acc = −200 Myr
nd t − t acc = 0 Myr. This increase in coherence allows the accreting
as to collapse into a thin disc as shown in Figs 4 and 5 . Furthermore,
his result shows that accreting gas is almost entirely co-rotating with
he galaxy prior to accreting, i.e. while the accretion is still part of
he galactic ‘hot corona’. 

In stark contrast with thin-disc galaxies, the irregular galaxy m11d 
hown in the bottom-right panel of Fig. 9 experiences only a very mild
volution in angular momentum coherence – angular momentum 

emains only marginally co-rotating both before and after accreting. 
In Fig. 10 , we show the change in angular momentum alignment

cross the full sample, similar to Fig. 5 for spatial alignment. In
his case, spin alignment is defined as the fraction of gas with j z / j
 0.9. The change in spin alignment is calculated focusing on the

ime prior to accretion, −1 Gyr < t − t acc < 0 Gyr. The figure shows
 correlation between thin-disc fraction and the increase in angular 
omentum alignment prior to accretion, suggesting that achieving 

ngular momentum coherence in the CGM is conducive to the 
ormation of thin discs. 

 DI SCUSSI ON  

n this paper, we analyse the properties of gas accreting on to z ∼ 0
alaxies simulated in FIRE, focusing on Milky-Way mass galaxies 
n which new stars form in a thin disc. We find that thin-disc galaxies
MNRAS 514, 5056–5073 (2022) 
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M

Figure 8. The evolution of the direction of angular momentum for gas accreting on to a MW-like galaxy, m12i , in an ‘on-sky’ projection. Different panels show 

the distribution for different times relative to t acc . The bin colour is logarithmically proportional to the fraction of accreting mass with an angular momentum 

pointing in that direction. The angles θ and φ are spherical coordinates where θ = 0 ◦ is the direction of the galaxy angular momentum at z = 0 (shown in the 
centre of the projection). The black point outlined in white is the direction of the net angular momentum vector of accreting gas, 
 

� j . Over the course of 1 Gyr 
prior to accreting the angular momentum distribution narrows significantly (i.e. becomes more coherent), while the direction of the net vector changes only 
slightly. 
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n FIRE accrete via ‘rotating cooling flows’, which is a type of
hot accretion’. In this accretion mode, the quasi-spherical T ∼ T vir 

GM phase inflows towards the galaxy, remaining hot down to the
adius where its angular momentum is sufficient to provide rotational
upport. At this radius ( � 4 r � , 0.5 , just outside the galaxy radius), the
ot inflow both decelerates and becomes coherently rotating, and
hen simultaneously cools and collapses into a rotating cool disc. Our
esults thus extend classic cooling flow theory by demonstrating their
pplicability in realistic cosmological simulations, and by exploring
he mechanics of cooling flows with angular momentum, a subject
hich has not yet been studied e xtensiv ely (cf. Cowie et al. 1980 ;
tern et al. 2020 ). Moreo v er, we find a strong correlation between

he pre v alence of this accretion mode and the fraction of stars in the
entral galaxies that form in a thin disc, potentially indicating that
 rotating cooling flow is a necessary condition for the formation
f a thin star-forming disc. In this section, we discuss several
nterpretations, caveats, and implications of our results. 

.1 Why are rotating cooling flows conducive to thin-disc 
ormation? 

 main result of our analysis is that when accretion occurs via rotating
ooling flows, the accreted gas forms a coherently rotating disc prior
o cooling and accreting on to the ISM. This is due to the decrease
n angular momentum dispersion prior to cooling (Figs 8 –10 , and
anels A and B in Fig. 6 ) and due to the deceleration of the flow prior
NRAS 514, 5056–5073 (2022) 
o accretion (panel D in Fig. 3 ). Combined, these two properties
ndicate that upon accretion the flow is already in a coherent disc
ith v φ ≈ v c and v r , v z � v c . In contrast, in other accretion modes

such as cold streams and precipitation), the inflow may reach the
SM with a large dispersion in angular momentum and substantial
adial momentum, so equilibration will start only after accretion on to
he ISM. That stars in FIRE galaxies, which are fed by cool accretion
orm in irregular distributions for many Gyrs (Figs 7 and D1), suggest
hat equilibration in the ISM alone may be insufficient to form a thin
isc, and hence equilibration in the CGM, as we find in galaxies fed
y rotating cooling flows is conducive to the formation of thin discs.
Why is equilibration in the ISM alone insufficient to form a

hin disc in FIRE? Equilibration is expected to proceed on a
ynamical time-scale ( ∼100 Myr), which is short relative to the star
ormation time-scale of ∼0.5–2 Gyr (e.g. fig. 3 of Bigiel et al. 2008 ).
o we ver, some stars may succeed in forming while the accreting gas
orphology is still a thick disc or irregular. Such stars inject feedback
omentum and energy into their surroundings, which could further

elay the equilibration process, allowing even more stars to form
utside of a thin disc. 
The tendency of hot inflows to decelerate and rotate coherently

rior to accretion is potentially a result of the subsonic nature of the
ow. In a subsonic flow, gradual deceleration prior to accretion is
xpected since the inflow is ‘forewarned’ (via changes in pressure)
f the transition to rotational support at the galaxy scale. This is in
ontrast with supersonic accretion modes where the accreting gas

art/stac1603_f8.eps
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Figure 9. Angular momentum distribution of accreting gas, as a function of time relative to accretion time. The galaxies displayed are the same as in Figs 1 
and 4 . Curves show the fraction of mass above a given j z / | � j | . In the thin-disc galaxies (top and bottom-left panels), the angular momentum distribution becomes 
more coherent and aligned with the central galaxy with time, especially during the 200 Myr prior to accretion. In the irregular galaxy (bottom right), the angular 
momentum distribution is only mildly co-rotating both before and after accreting. 

Figure 10. The change in the fraction of accreting gas mass, which is spin- 
aligned with the galaxy ( j z / | � j | > 0 . 9, right dashed lines in Fig. 9 ) o v er 
1 Gyr prior to accretion, versus thin-disc fraction for the full sample of 
simulations. This figure is an angular momentum-space equi v alent to the 
change in geometry shown in the right-hand panel of Fig. 5 . The strong 
correlation between change in spin-alignment and thin-disc fraction suggests 
that achieving angular momentum coherence in the CGM is conducive to the 
formation of thin discs. 
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s expected to shock and halt abruptly at the galaxy scale. Also,
ubsonic accretion makes it easier for the flow to reach angular 
omentum coherence, since the inflow time-scale is longer than the 

ound-crossing time-scale on which coherence can be achieved. In 
ontrast, in supersonic, free-falling accretion flows as we find in 
ow-mass galaxies, the accretion and coherence time-scales are both 
omparable to the dynamical time and hence comparable to each 
ther, so coherence is not achieved in the CGM. 
Panels A–B in Fig. 6 and Figs 8 –10 demonstrate that angular
omentum coherence is achieved in hot inflows just before cooling 

nd accretion, roughly at the rotational support radius r circ (defined 
ia 
 

� j = v c ( r circ ) r circ , where 
 

� j is the net angular momentum in
he flow), rather than farther out in the halo. Since the hot inflow
s subsonic at all radii, this result suggests that a dynamical time-
cale longer than the sound-crossing time-scale is not, on its own,
 sufficient condition for the flow to achieve angular momentum 

oherence. We suspect that coherence is achieved specifically near 
 circ because of the relation between average rotation speed and 
ubsonic turbulence in the hot CGM, where the latter is driven by e.g.
lumpy cosmological accretion, stirring by subhalos, and feedback 
rom the galaxy. To understand this, we can look at the relative
agnitude of angular momentum fluctuations due to turbulence 
turb r / j z , where σ turb is the turbulent v elocity. F or subsonic turbulence
ith a mach number of say M turb = 1 / 3, we have σturb ≈ M turb v c ,

ince the sound speed in hot inflows is roughly equal to v c . Combining
his with the definition of r circ and the conservation of j z in the inflow
Fig. 6 , panel B), we get that angular momentum fluctuations are
f order rσturb /j z ≈ M turb r/r circ . Thus, for subsonic turbulence, the
elative magnitude of angular momentum fluctuations will be small 
t r ≈ r circ , but could be large at larger radii, as found abo v e. We defer
urther exploration of this potential relation between turbulence and 
ngular momentum coherence to future work. 

We note that accretion via a rotating cooling flow does not ensure
 thin disc forms. A merger, a strong feedback event, or other
isruptions may take a thin gaseous disc and disturb it, preventing
tars from forming in a thin disc. Simulation m12m provides an
xample of this: it has rotating cooling flow accretion comparable 
MNRAS 514, 5056–5073 (2022) 
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M

Figure 11. Fraction of young stars in a thin disc versus M vir (left), versus t ( s) 
cool /t ff e v aluated at 0.1 R vir (middle), and versus dark-matter spin parameter (right). 

Markers are coloured by � f aligned , a measure of the dominance of rotating cooling flows in accreting gas (Fig. 5 ). The middle panel shows that thin discs appear 

in haloes with t ( s) 
cool  t ff , while irregular galaxies appear in haloes with t ( s) 

cool � t ff . This relation further supports our conclusion that rotating cooling flows are 

conducive to the formation of thin discs, since a rotating cooling flow is expected after the inner CGM virializes, which occurs when t ( s) 
cool exceeds t ff at 0.1 R vir 

(Stern et al. 2021b ). 
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o thin-disc galaxies ( � f aligned ≈ 0.25), but has a relatively small
 thin disk, recent ≈ 0 . 5 (circled point in Fig. 5 ) due to the presence of
 bar. Ho we ver, the strong correlation seen in Fig. 5 between the
re v alence of rotating cooling flow accretion (quantified via � f aligned )
nd the thin-disc fraction f thin disk, recent suggests that such events are
elatively rare. 

.2 When and where do we expect thin discs? 

he scenario suggested by this paper that thin star-forming discs are
 result of accretion via rotating cooling flows allows us to predict at
hich halo masses and redshifts we expect thin discs to form. At low

edshift, cooling flows are expected if a time-steady and pressure-
upported ‘virialized CGM’ has formed, which occurs when the
ooling time of hot shocked CGM gas t ( s) 

cool exceeds the free-fall time
 ff , typically at halo masses abo v e a threshold of ∼10 11 –10 12 M � (e.g.

hite & Rees 1978 ; White & Frenk 1991 ; Birnboim & Dekel 2003 ).
he existence of cooling flows also requires that radiative cooling in

his hot gas is not balanced by feedback. While there is evidence for
eedback balancing radiative cooling in group and cluster haloes, at
hich the cooling rate implied by X-ray observations greatly exceeds

he central galaxy SFR (i.e. haloes with a ‘cooling flow problem’;
ee McDonald et al. 2018 for a recent study), there is no similar
vidence for a cooling flow problem in the haloes of disc galaxies
Li, Crain & Wang 2014 ), though uncertainties are still large due to
he weak X-ray emission from the hot gas at this mass scale. Cooling
ows in the low redshift universe are thus possible at intermediate
asses, where on one hand the halo is massive enough so the CGM

as virialized, but on the other hand, the halo is not so massive that
-ray observations rule them out. 
Stern et al. ( 2020 ) recently refined the classic condition for the

xistence of cooling flows by showing that even if a virialized CGM
xists in the outer halo the resulting cooling flow may go through a
onic point and reach the galaxy as cool supersonic accretion. Thus,
o produce cooling flows that remain hot and subsonic down to the
alaxy scale as found abo v e for thin-disc galaxies, a more specific
ondition should be satisfied, namely that t ( s) 

cool exceeds t ff at an inner
GM radius of ≈0.1 r vir , i.e. subsonic cooling flow requires that the

nner CGM is virialized. In our simulation sample, the condition
 

( s) 
cool � t ff at ≈0.1 r vir is met at M vir ≈ 10 12 M � (Stern et al. 2021b ).
ig. 11 shows the relationship between thin-disc fraction and virial
NRAS 514, 5056–5073 (2022) 
ass (left-hand panel), t ( s) 
cool /t ff at 0.1 r vir (middle panel), and dark-

atter spin parameter in our sample of z ∼ 0 FIRE galaxies. Markers
re coloured by � f aligned , a measure of the dominance of rotating
ooling flows in accreting gas (Fig. 5 ). The figure shows that thin
iscs and rotating cooling flows appear at M vir ≈ 10 12 M � and
 

( s) 
cool /t ff (0 . 1 r vir ) > 1, consistent with the expectation noted abo v e that
ooling flows and hence thin discs commence only when the inner
GM virializes. This mass scale for thin-disc formation is, ho we ver,

omewhat larger than in z ∼ 0 observations, as further discussed
n Section 4.5 . While thin-disc fraction does correlate with mass
cale, the dark-matter mass and angular momentum properties alone
re likely insufficient to predict galaxy morphology, as indicated by
he lack of correlation between the dark-matter spin parameter and
 thin disk, recent . 
How does thin-disc formation depend on redshift? While the

hreshold of inner CGM virialization in FIRE is roughly independent
f redshift (Stern et al. 2021b , a ), at z > 1 cold streams may penetrate
he hot halo and dominate the accretion (e.g. Kere ̌s et al. 2005 ;
ekel & Birnboim 2006 ; Dekel et al. 2009 ), and thus if thin discs

orm as a result of hot accretion, as suggested in this work, they would
e rarer at high redshift. Alternatively, thin discs could be rarer at
igh redshift due to evolving gas fractions, since in equilibrium disc
odels the thickness of the disc scales with gas fraction (Thompson,
uataert & Murray 2005 ; Faucher-Gigu ̀ere, Quataert & Hopkins
013 ; Krumholz et al. 2018 ). These predictions are consistent with
orphological and kinematic observations of galaxy samples, where

hin discs are found mainly at z < 1 and intermediate galaxy masses
e.g. Kassin et al. 2012a ; van der Wel et al. 2014 ). 

.3 Comparison to other models for the hot CGM 

ur result that the inner CGM of Milky-Way mass galaxies forms
 rotating cooling flow can be compared to other models for the
ot CGM of MW-like galaxies. In both the precipitation-regulated
odel of Sharma et al. ( 2012 ) and Voit et al. ( 2017 ) and the isentropic
odel of Faerman, Sternberg & McKee ( 2020 ), the expected inflow

nduced by radiation is suppressed due to a balance between radiative
ooling and heating by feedback (‘thermal balance’), and the hot
as is in hydrostatic equilibrium. Our results based on the FIRE
imulations suggest a different scenario, where the hot CGM is
ot in thermal balance but rather inflows on a cooling time-scale
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s expected from classic cooling flow solutions. This implies that 
tellar feedback in Milky-Way mass galaxies in FIRE is insufficient 
o disrupt the cooling flow, consistent with the weak outflows at 
his mass and redshift scale in the FIRE simulations (Muratov et al.
015 , 2017 ; Angl ́es-Alc ́azar et al. 2017 ; Pandya et al. 2021 ) and
n observations (e.g. Heckman & Thompson 2019 ). The potential 
f fects of acti ve galatic nucleus (AGN) feedback, not implemented 
n the FIRE sample used in this work, are further discussed in
ection 4.5 . We note though that even in cooling flows the pressure
rofile of the hot CGM is consistent with hydrostatic equilibrium 

o zeroth-order, with relatively small deviations of order ≈( t ff / t cool ) 2 

Stern et al. 2019 ). 
Our results also differ from precipitation models in that the hot 

nflow dominates the accretion on to disc galaxies, rather than 
ccretion by cool clouds condensed from the hot medium (Figs 7 
nd C1; see also Esmerian et al. 2021 ). We expect this dominance of
ot inflows to be robust to resolution effects despite that the formation 
f cool clouds in simulations depends on resolution (e.g. McCourt 
t al. 2018 ; Mandelker et al. 2019 , 2021 ; Fielding et al. 2020 ).
his follows since the hot gas accretes on the cooling time-scale 

Section 3.4 ), i.e. the same time-scale on which thermal instabilities
row. Thermal instabilities in an inflowing hot CGM thus do not have
ime to grow substantially, as indicated by idealized calculations of 
ooling flows (Balbus & Soker 1989 ; Stern et al. 2019 ). A systematic
esolution test of this result is, ho we v er, be yond the scope of this
aper. 

It is also interesting to compare our results to the calculations 
f Pezzulli, Fraternali & Binney ( 2017 ) and Sormani et al. ( 2018 ),
ho considered the effect of angular momentum support on the 

tructure of a hot CGM, which is hydrostatic except for the rotation
omponent. Since cooling flows are also hydrostatic to zeroth-order 
s mentioned abo v e, the y are e xpected to satisfy similar constraints
n their pressure profiles as in these previous models (see equation 1
n Sormani et al. 2018 ). Our results, ho we ver, suggest another
onstraint on the hot CGM structure that was not considered by 
hese previous studies – the radial distribution of the net angular 
omentum is flat, since the hot CGM conserves angular momentum 

s it inflows (Fig. 6 , panel B). We defer building idealized hot CGM
odels that satisfy this additional constraint to future work. 

.4 Analogous accretion in cosmic ray-dominated haloes 

he dark grey line in Fig. 7 shows the median properties of accreting
as in a simulation that includes cosmic ray (CR) physics ( m12i cr;
han et al. 2019 ; Hopkins et al. 2020 ), thus providing a window

nto the differences in gas accretion modes in simulations with 
R support in the CGM. The accretion on to the central galaxy

n the CR-dominated halo is similar to rotating cooling flows in 
any aspects: accreting gas gains coherence in the halo becomes 

otationally supported at the galaxy edge (with a decreased radial 
elocity), and subsequently collapses into a disc. These properties 
ere highlighted also by Trapp et al. ( 2021 ), who performed an

nalysis on the accretion of gas on to MW-mass disc galaxies with
R-dominated haloes. Consistent with our results, Trapp et al. ( 2021 )

ound that accretion on to MW-mass discs has the same qualitative 
ehaviour, regardless of whether or not the halo is CR-dominated. 
o we ver, the top-left panel of Fig. 7 demonstrates that accreting gas

n CR-dominated haloes never shocks to a temperature T ∼ T vir ∼
0 5.5 K – instead the median temperature for the CR-dominated halo 
s T ≈ 10 4 K. This is because in m12i cr the CGM is not supported
gainst gravity by thermal pressure, but rather by CR pressure (Ji
t al. 2020 ). 
Increased coherence and decreased radial velocity prior to accre- 
ion are the two properties of rotating cooling flows we identify as
romoting thin-disc formation (Section 4.1 ), and are clearly present 
n m12i cr (Fig. 7 ). Consistent with this, m12i cr has a high thin-
isc fraction, f thin disk, recent = 0 . 9. In Section 4.1 , we argue that the
oherent co-rotation and deceleration of rotating cooling flows is a 
esult of its subsonic nature. The accreting gas in the CR-dominated
alo is also ef fecti vely subsonic – gas velocities are below the ef-
ective sound speed c s ,eff and therefore have properties characteristic 
f subsonic gas. The ef fecti ve sound speed c s ,eff is defined as part
f the local strong-coupling approximation used for the subgrid CR 

hysics prescription, wherein the total pressure used to determine gas 
rajectories is a combination of hydrodynamic and CR pressure ( P =
 gas + P cr ) and the sound speed is c 2 s, eff = c 2 s + γcr P cr /ρ (Hopkins
t al. 2020 ). Cool ∼10 4 K accreting gas can therefore act subsonic,
nd thus be conducive to thin-disc formation, as long as P cr is
ufficiently large. The qualitatively similar behaviour between both 
otating cooling flows and accretion in CR-dominated haloes may 
uggest that these accretion modes are a subset of a more general
orm of disc-conducive subsonic accretion . 

.5 Caveats 

n our MW-mass haloes, the av erage SFR o v er z = 0–0.5 is SFR
3 − 10 M �yr −1 , while the observationally based average SFR for
 vir ∼ 10 12 M � haloes o v er the same redshift range is a lower SFR
0 . 7 − 6 M � yr −1 (Behroozi, Wechsler & Conroy 2013 ). Since one

omponent that regulates the SFR is the gas accretion rate on to the
alaxy, this may suggest that our simulations have higher accretion 
ates from the CGM on to the galaxy Ṁ CGM 

than in real galaxies at the
ame mass-scale. The CGM accretion rate in FIRE may be reduced
f the cooling flow is disrupted by additional physics implemented 
n some other suites of FIRE simulations, including CRs (Chan et al.
019 ; Hopkins et al. 2020 , 2021c , a ) and AGN feedback (Wellons
t al. 2022 ). It is, ho we ver, unclear whether additional processes
uch as these can disrupt cooling flows around MW-way mass 
alaxies. F or e xample, CR transport models remain highly uncertain,
specially in the CGM (Hopkins et al. 2021b ; Quataert, Thompson &
iang 2021a , b ), and it is not yet known how AGN feedback couples
o halo gas. Moreo v er , if A GN feedback is intermittent, it is possible
hat a rotating cooling flow could reform between bursts of AGN
eedback, especially at small CGM radii as analysed abo v e where
ooling and dynamical times are relatively short. 

An alternative solution to the ele v ated accretion rate problem is
hat the cooling flow is not disrupted, but just weaker than in FIRE, as
xpected if the CGM mass or metallicity are overpredicted in FIRE at
 ∼ 0. This follows since in a cooling flow Ṁ CGM 

∝ M 

2 
CGM 

� ( Z CGM 

),
here M CGM 

and Z CGM 

are the CGM mass and metallicity, respec-
ively, while � is the cooling function. Thus, if the CGM mass
s o v erpredicted by a f actor of 2 then Ṁ and the SFR w ould be
 v erestimated by a factor of 4. Both the CGM mass and metallicity
re a result of the integrated enrichment and depletion of the CGM
y outflows o v er cosmic time, and thus are uncertain (e.g. Davies,
rain & Pontzen 2021 ; Kelly et al. 2021 ). 
A lower CGM mass or metallicity may also help address the

ifference between the mass threshold for rotational support in 
IRE and in observations. At z ∼ 0, FIRE galaxies have significant
otational support ( V rot / σ z  1) abo v e M � ∼ 10 10 M �, higher than
n observations which find rotationally supported galaxies abo v e M � 

10 9 M � (Wheeler et al. 2016 ; El-Badry et al. 2018a , b , see also
eebles 2020 ). A lower M CGM 

or Z CGM 

would imply a higher t ( s) 
cool and

 

( s) 
cool /t ff for a given halo mass, thus decreasing the mass threshold for
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nner CGM virialization. The latter effect would cause the onset of
ooling flows and the formation of thin discs to occur at lower halo
asses than suggested by Fig. 11 . At z ∼ 0, a factor of a few increase

n t ( s) 
cool relative to that in FIRE would decrease the threshold halo

ass in which the inner CGM virializes to M vir ∼ 10 11 M � (Stern
t al. 2021b ), corresponding to a threshold stellar mass for a thin-disc
ormation of M � ∼ 10 9 M � similar to the observed value. 

This difference between observed and simulated CGM mass or
etallicity, as well as the general picture of rotating cooling flows,

an be tested by comparison with CGM observations. The analysis of
tern et al. ( 2019 ) suggests that a cooling flow model with Ṁ CGM 

≈
M � yr −1 , roughly equal to the accretion rate needed to sustain
tar formation in the Galaxy, is consistent with X-ray absorption
nd emission observations in the Milky-Way CGM. Also, in line
ith the abo v e scenario where FIRE somewhat o v erpredicts M CGM 

,
ome estimates of the CGM mass based on X-ray observations find
 CGM 

/ f b M vir ≈ 0.1 ( Bregman et al. 2018 ; Li et al. 2018 ), where
 b M halo is the cosmological baryon fraction multiplied by the halo

ass. This is lower than M CGM 

/ f b M vir ≈ 0.2–0.4 for similar-mass
IRE haloes (Hafen et al. 2019 ). Ho we ver, other studies deduce a
igher M CGM 

/ f b M halo = 0.3 based on the same X-ray data (Faerman
t al. 2020 ), while Chan et al. ( 2021 ) find X-ray emission in FIRE is at
he low end of the observed distribution when matching simulated and
bserved galaxies by their SFR. We defer a more direct comparison
f the predictions of the rotating cooling flow model realized in FIRE
ith observations to future work. 

 SUMMARY  

n this paper, we use the particle-tracking method developed in Hafen
t al. ( 2019 , 2020 ) to study how gas accretes on to z ∼ 0 galaxies
n the FIRE-2 cosmological zoom simulations (Hopkins et al. 2018 ),
ocusing on Milky-Way mass galaxies in which stars form in a thin
isc. Our main results are as follows. 

(i) Mechanics of rotating cooling flows at z ∼ 0: We find that gas
ccretion on to thin-disc galaxies in FIRE is dominated by rotating
ooling flows, wherein the hot T ≈ T vir CGM forms a subsonic
nd angular momentum-conserving inflo w do wn to the galaxy–halo
nterface, at which it cools to T � 10 4 K (Figs 3 and 6 ). Cooling
ccurs at the radius where rotational support in the flow becomes
ubstantial, and is concurrent with flattening of the flow, i.e. the flow
ransitions rapidly from a quasi-spherical hot medium into a cool
hin disc (Figs 2 and 4 ). Prior to cooling and flattening, the hot flow
ecelerates and becomes coherently rotating with a narrow angular
omentum distribution (Figs 8 –10 ), properties which we attribute to

he subsonic nature of the flow (Section 4.1 ). Our results thus extend
lassic cooling flow theory by demonstrating rotating cooling flows
re a primary accretion mode for many cosmologically simulated
alaxies, and by further exploring the mechanics of cooling flows
ith angular momentum beyond previous studies (Cowie et al. 1980 ;
tern et al. 2020 ). Also, the inflowing nature of the hot CGM phase
urrounding disc galaxies in FIRE is in contrast with the common
ssumption that the hot CGM is static (e.g. Maller & Bullock 2004 ;
harma et al. 2012 ; Faerman, Sternberg & McKee 2017 ; Voit et al.
017 ; Faerman et al. 2020 ). 
(ii) Relation between rotating cooling flows and thin stellar

iscs: We find that across a sample of 17 galaxies spanning 10 8 M �
 M � < 10 11 M �, there is a strong correlation between the dominance

f cooling flow accretion and the fraction of stars formed in a thin
isc in the central galaxy (Figs 4 –5 , 10 ). This expands the result of
tern et al. ( 2021b ), which found a relation between the formation of
NRAS 514, 5056–5073 (2022) 
iscs and the virialization of the inner CGM in FIRE, where the latter
s a necessary condition for the onset of cooling flows. We theorize
hat rotating cooling flows are conducive to the formation of thin
iscs since these flows achieve coherent, purely rotating kinematics
rior to cooling to � 10 4 K, and thus before any star formation
n the accreting gas takes place (Fig. 3 , Section 4.1 ). If rotating
ooling flows are indeed a requirement for forming thin discs, then we
xpect thin discs mainly in relatively massive star-forming galaxies
n which the CGM has virialized or is composed of subsonic gas, and
t low redshift where cold streams are not expected to dominate the
ccretion. These trends are qualitatively consistent with observations
hat shows that thin-disc morphologies are prevalent mainly in high-

ass and low-redshift star-forming galaxies (Kassin et al. 2012a ;
imons et al. 2017 ). 
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PPENDI X  A :  OBSERVATI ONA LLY  

OTIVATED  THI N-DI SC  FRAC TI ON  

ig. A1 shows the relationship between the fraction of stars with
 z / j c ( E ) > 0.8 at z = 0 ( f thin disk, recent ) and the same fraction of
tars weighted by their Sloan r band luminosity-weighted. The
gure shows that f thin disk, recent , the thin-disc metric used throughout
ur analysis, is closely related to the observationally motivated
uminosity-weighted thin-disc fraction. 

PPENDI X  B:  SAMPLE  VA LI DATI ON  

ur main sample of tracked particles for each simulation (Sec-
ion 2.2 ) selects particles which accrete from the CGM in the last
yr prior to z = 0. In this appendix, we check the extent to which
ur sample is representative of all gas that fuels star formation
t z ∼ 0, and the extent to which our sample is representative
f all circumgalactic gas. We use the simulation m12i as a test
ase. 
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Fig. B1 shows the age of the universe at which particles in our main
ample accrete on to the main galaxy, compared to the accretion time
or all gas which forms stars in the last Gyr. To calculate t acc for all
ecently formed stars, we track the history of 10 5 randomly selected 
tar particles that formed within the last Gyr, and set t acc to the time
f the last accretion event. The t acc distributions for the main sample
nd the sample probing all recently formed stars largely o v erlap,
ndicating our selection method is a representative of star-forming 
as in the last Gyr of the simulation. 

Fig. B2 compares the properties of all gas in the CGM with
he subset of gas which accretes on to the galaxy, where the latter
orresponds to the main sample of tracked particles. The top panel 
hows that most of the accreted gas originates from the inner CGM,
ikely since cooling times in the hot phase are shorter at small radii.
he distributions of specific angular momentum (second panel) and 

igure A1. Fraction of recent stars in a thin disc versus Sloan-r-band-
eighted thin-disc fraction, in our FIRE sample. The value of f thin disk, recent 

losely tracks the observationally motivated luminosity-weighted thin-disc 
raction. 

igure B1. Accretion time distribution for all accreting gas in the last Gyr
green, corresponding to the sample analysed in the main text), compared to
ccretion time for all gas which forms stars in the last Gyr (yellow), in the
12i simulation. Of stars born in the last Gyr, > 70 per cent ( > 98 per cent )
re formed from gas accreted within the last 1 Gyr (2 Gyr), indicating
hat the main sample is a representative of all gas which formed recent
tars. 
igure B2. Top-most panel: radial distribution of gas in the CGM of m12i
t 1 Gyr prior to z = 0, comparing all gas (orange) to the subset accreted on
o the galaxy (green, corresponding to the sample analysed in the main text).
ccreted gas mainly originates in the inner CGM. Bottom panels: from top

o bottom, specific angular momentum, angular momentum alignment, and 
emperature for both samples. Solid line shows the median, while coloured
e gions co v er 16th–84th percentiles. Accreted gas has similar specific angular
omentum and alignment as all gas at the same radii, especially at r <

0 kpc that dominates the accretion. The median temperature is also consistent 
etween the two samples at r < 50 kpc, though the distribution extends to
ower temperatures in the accreted sample. 

ngular momentum alignment (third panel) are similar between the 
ccreted gas and general CGM gas. The bottom panel shows that the
edian temperature of accreted gas and all CGM gas are similar at

 < 50 kpc, at which most of the accretion originates, with a tail
xtending to lower temperatures in the accreted gas. At larger radii,
he accreted gas is cooler than general CGM gas, suggesting that
rom these radii accretion is via cooling of clumps rather than via
nflow of the hot medium. Similar results are found in Hafen et al.
 2020 ). 
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